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LUNAR SURFACE NAVIGATION ANALYSIS
By Robert T. Savely and J. Bruce Williamson
INTRODUCTION
This study was performed in order to.obtain an indication of hov
accurately the position of the crew could be obtained by using a line-of-
sight device such as a sun compass or the ROVER television camera and
the prominent mountains such as Hadley and Hadley 6. The targets selected
for this study will be revised when the Mapping Sciences Laboratory has
completed a' study of the panoramic view. The study shows that with
errors of 1° (noise only) .the crew, position can be obtained to a . =
850 feet and a = UOO feet using Hadley and • Hadley 6. The addition of
A
West Mountain reduced the errors to a, = 600 feet and a, = VOO feet.
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The standard WLS method was used where
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where a = a. (rad)2
The following X and Y coordinates vere estimated from the map.
Mountain
Hadley
Hadley 6
West
300°
100°
X, km
111.
k
-26
-18
25
Y, km
17
-15
-6
12
-5
6, deg
1*5
165
260
300
100
N
The following results were obtained using the preceding data and
the program in the 'appendix. •
Hadley and Hadley 6
No. of marks
per target
1
2
3 .
V ft
1500
1050
850
750
V
700
500
bOO
350
Hadley, Hadley 6, and West
No. of marks
per target
1
2
3
v ft
1000
700
600
V ft
700
500
Uoo
Hadley, Hadley 6, West, and 300°
o , ft o, , ft
® A
No. of.marks
per target
1
2
3
1000
750
U50
850
650
Uoo
All 5 targets
No. of marks
. per target $' X*
1 800 800
2 500 1*50
3 1*00 1*00
Hadley, Hadley 6, and 300°
No. of marks
per target V ft V ft
1 1000 700
2 700 500
3 600 1*00
CONCLUSIONS
The requirement of near targets vith the optimal separation of 90°
is intuitively observed in the results as well as the value of taking
three marks on each target to smooth the data and to provide a verifica-
tion mark in the event that one of the three marks is inaccurate. Note
that since the analysis is linear when the error models for the devices
are determined the results can be scaled. It should be kept in mind
that the results are noise only and that the study will be repeated with
angle bias and target location error. The results of this study show
that with a 1° sighting error (noise only) that the greatest accuracy
that can be expected is 1*00 feet in latitude and longitude.
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APPENDIX1- LUNAR SURFACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM
LANGUAGE: COMPUTER COMPLEX XTRAN
1 C0NT INiJE
Pl=0.
i'2 = 0.
: •' 3 = 0 .
DISPLAY N A V I G A T I O N NOISE 9NLY Er<i<0H ANALYS1SS
DISPLAY S INPUT FLAG: 0 FQK N0 APRI0KI* 1 F3.:< APkIOt<I $
ACCEPT I FLAG!
I r'< I FLAG ) * 2 >
W'UTE (1,100)
100 FflH^Ai ( SAPRI fJJU - M A T K I X HAS F0K.vi$,/>$ / A B / S , / >
S / .-3 C / S * / * S I N P U T A, BJ C(KEIUK-M)S)
ACCEPT A I, A3, A3
P1=A3/DET
2C0NT'I,MUE
DISPLAY S1NPUT TARGET L0CAl l0 iM AS DI SPL ACEi'ltNT E.ASV C A )* ul
NBciTH ( Y ) S
102) A » Y > 1
DTMDY=X/R
P 1 =P1 +DTHDX*L)THDX
P2=P2+DTHDX*DTHDY
P3=P3+OTMDY*OTHDY
IF<IFLAG2.),2J,
DET=P1*P3-P2*P2
C1=P3/DET
C3=P1/DET
S I G X = S Q ; < T ( C ) )
SIGY = SQ'n!T(C3)
W«ITE(1*101) C1*C&
ACCEPT IFLAG3
IF<IFLAG3)*2*1
j. - 5 TOP
1 01F0RMATC2E1 5. 8/2E1D.S/S3IGttA X = £* E 1 b . 8* S3I G.1A Y
. sINPUT FLAG; -i TB END RUN* o 10 PK0CEED* +1 VA i<ei
102F0«MAT(PE15.8*13)
END
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